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Hello Neighbors:
In spite of a few recent foggy days, new green growth on our forest trees as well as budding
blossoms in neighborhood yards certifies that spring has surely sprung. We remain grateful that
Earth Day could be celebrated in clean Kings Mountain air and with pandemic restrictions easing
somewhat state-wide.
This issue reflects some of the activities that keep our community strong and vibrant as well
as passing along some action items. First, our firefighters were on the job as always completing
some very specialized skills training, increasing our personal safety once again. Also on the job,
our young leaders of the Skyline Trash Collective honored Earth Day by organizing another scenic corridor clean up (page 14). Read KMA President Jenn Soult’s welcome to well qualified new
board members who have been elected to fill three KMA leadership vacancies (page 11). Art Fair
E.D. Bev Abbott’s message on page 9 will bring you up to date on what we can know about Art
Fair planning. The Echo salutes Ken McIntire’s efforts for our community as he retired from lead
Chair of Art Fair Zero Waste operations.
Two action items with close deadlines on May 6 and 7 deserve your consideration. First,
please check out Marlene Stern’s report about Fire Safe San Mateo’s work to make Skyline
Boulevard more durable and secure should a wildland fire ever reach toward Skyline. See the
shaded fuel break story on page 3. Second, please read the Coastside Gives event described
with KMES School News on page 13. Last year KMAP earned $10,000 for KMES through Donations from KM residents, school parents, friends and family that were matched by merchant sponsors of the Coastside Gives event. That figure includes a prize award for the best school video.
Here is an Echo reader’s preview of this year’s video: https://youtu.be/B6JiNikVjTY. Certainly
looks like another winner to me!
We are very sad to report the passing of Cheri Buffa, who lost her long battle with cancer on
April 24th. Among her many accomplishments, Cheri was an original board member and Treasurer the Kings Mountain Education Fund…the first 501c3 non-profit formed to fund enrichment
classes at KMES. Due to the tight deadline for this May issue, her family will have a suitably
more complete tribute to Cheri in the June Echo.
Finally, don’t miss Rix Picks recommendations and the interesting conclusion of Marty’s Musings about William Ralston. We hope that florists and/or family members everywhere are busy
preparing Mother’s Day bouquets for every Kings Mountain mom. “The hand that rocks the cradle
is the hand that rules the world.” William Ross Wallace.
Stay well, get vaccinated, and stay engaged,
Eileen Fredrikson, Editor
Bill Goebner, Echo Photographer
Marty Eisenberg, Echo Columnist

Kings Mountain Fire Department in Action
April 2021
April 14. KMFD volunteers attend a LARRO
(Low Angle Rope Rescue Operational Class)
at Redondo Beach in
Half Moon Bay. They
were being certified to
perform rope rescues
along the Coast.

April 16. Along with CalFire and other fire crews, the
KMFD monitored and mopped up at the #Canyon Incident in the Skylark Ranch Girl Scouts Camp.

April 17. The KMFD hosted Fire
Academy training, supporting
instruction for Coastside Fire,
La Honda FD, and KMFD new
trainees. These new FFs will
serve a critical emergency
services role for our local communities in the rural areas.
April 23. KMFD training at HMB
Station 40 training tower with other
local fire departments. We are fortunate to train at this great facility
to better integrate our operations
with neighboring FFs & departments.
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Residents: For Your Own Safety,
Support the Skyline Corridor Shaded Fuel Break Grant
Disaster preparedness along the Highway 35 corridor needs your attention! As the only
road running North and South that serves Kings Mountain, Skyline Boulevard is likely to be the
primary evacuation route for most residents in the event of a wildfire or earthquake
emergency. Kings Mountain neighbor Marlene Stern found out that the Fire Safe San Mateo
Council was working on creating a shaded fuel break that would improve the likelihood of the
critical thoroughfare remaining navigable in a wildfire emergency.
The Council has applied to procure
grant funding from the county, state, and
PG&E to carry out a Highway 35 shaded
fuel break. The project would only be
undertaken within the CalTrans right of
way, but not on private property. A shaded
fuel break reduces "ladder fuels" that can
spread vegetation fires on the ground and
leads to ignition as fire climbs into the
trees. It also removes smaller overcrowded
trees, highly flammable or invasive plants, dead and diseased trees, and limbs up trees about
ten feet above the ground. Waste material is then chipped or hauled away. Shade is preserved
to retain the microclimate, which discourages the growth of invasive weeds. A shaded fuel
break is aesthetically appealing, respects wildlife, and will create safer passage in the event of
an emergency evacuation. Multiple communities, agencies, and districts are collaborating on a
unified funding effort along Skyline, rather than competing with each other for scarce
resources.
Marlene’s call to action offers two ways that KM residents can support grant funding that
will result in a safer, more accessible Highway 35:
1. Write a letter of support to Fire Safe San Mateo County for their grant submission for
a Fire Safety & Evacuation Route on Skyline Boulevard.
2. Sign the change.org petition in support of Fire Safe San Mateo County for their grant
submission for a Fire Safety & Evacuation Route on Skyline Boulevard. Find the link at
https://www.change.org/p/kings-mtn-residents-support-fire-safety-evacuation-route-on-skyline-blvd
or click on Marlene’s post to KM Groups.io.
As of May 1, about 100 residents had signed the petition. Please click the link and sign it if
you have not already done so. In addition, letters of support for the needed grant funding have
been steadily arriving in Marlene’s inbox. However, the more letters of support received by
May 7th, the more compelling the grant applications will be seen by funding authorities.
Marlene has posted three sample letters in support of Fire Safe San Mateo on KM Groups.io.
You can use one of the sample texts or submit your own thoughts about our need for a shaded
fuel break along Skyline Caltrans property. Letters can be short or long, but they will be
delivered together after the May 7th deadline for submission to Marlene. Just email your
support letter to marlenestern@gmail.com. She is collecting them all to submit together to the
grant writers.
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MINUTES OF THE KMVFB MEETING on April 13, 2021
ATTENDANCE: Attending via Zoom: Jon Fredrikson, Ted Thayer, Kim Ohlund, Frank Adams, Joe
Rockmore, Tim Naylor, Bill Goebner, Steve Johnson, Jason Oldendorp, Kathy Shubin, Hank Stern, Jim
Sullivan, Ann Gabrys, Matt King, and Tim German.
Frank Adams called the KMVFB meeting to order at 7:30 pm.

SECRETARY’S REPORT: Secretary Ted Thayer reported that the minutes for the March 9, 2021
Board meeting were posted to Slack and approved.

TREASURER’S REPORT: Treasurer Jon Fredrikson submitted the March financial report
electronically earlier in the month. There were no questions from the Board on the report.

BUILDING MANAGER’S REPORT: The Community Center was closed because of California stayat-home orders and no uses of the building occurred during March.

Kings Mountain CERT Update: Kim Ohlund briefed the Board that the April 6th Zoom session was
postponed to May 4th due to a scheduling conflict with the Fire Preparedness Webinar.

FIRE CHIEF’S REPORT: Fire Chief Jim Sullivan provided the March 2021 report.
Medical aid

5

Vehicle accident

7

Public assist

7

Firefighter standby

1

Vehicle fire

1

Smoke check

3

Structure fire

1

Vegetation fire

0

Hazardous materials

0

Rescue

0

Water tender group response

2

Alarm sounding

0

Trash Fire

0

Total # of Responses

27

Average # of responders

5.1

Number of incidents with no Volunteer response: 0

OLD BUSINESS:
When to Open Community Center: The board reaffirmed that the use of the Community Center and
grounds are subject to State of California and San Mateo County Health Orders and protocols; to open
the Community Center at this time would pose a risk to the community and the Brigade due to the current
status of these Health Orders. Neighboring Cities (San Mateo and Redwood City) are requiring that
facility rentals remain closed. For these reasons, it was determined that the Community Center should
remain closed until the County Health Orders are changed to permit its use.
Redwood Tree Removal: Joe Rockmore submitted the application for tree removal to the County. It is
anticipated to take two to four weeks for the application to be reviewed by County staff. Joe will update
the Board when there is a response to the permit application.
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Nominating Committee for Election of Board Members: Ted Thayer updated the Board on the status
of the search for new Board members to replace two members who have reached the end of their term
limits. Ted and Tim will continue to reach out to potential members over the next month and bring a list of
interested candidates to the Board in May.
Woodside-Portola Valley Fire Protection Foundation: Jon will follow up with the Foundation to let
them know we are still interested in submitting a request for funding. A specific request will be submitted
after further discussing Department needs with Chief Sullivan.
Furnace Duct Expansion to Bays: Matt King briefed the Board that he and Tim German are working on
an alternate plan to get heat into the bays, and that they will bring the plan to the Board for discussion
when complete.
NEW BUSINESS:
Fire Fighter Plaque: Frank Adams and Chief Sullivan discussed the mounting of a plaque in the
Community Center commemorating former Kings Mountain Volunteer Fire Fighters. The Board approved
the plan and will take the lead on determining the names of past firefighters, purchasing and mounting
the plaque.
Time for Another IAC Meeting: Steve Johnson briefed the Board on the process to getting the next IAC
meeting scheduled. The meeting will likely occur in late April.
OTHER ITEMS FROM BOARD MEMBERS OR AUDIENCE: None
MEETING ADJOURNED at 7:50 pm. NEXT MEETING: May 11, 2021 at 7:30 pm
Respectfully submitted,
Ted Thayer, Secretary

For more information, please contact chief@kmfd.org
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Kings Mountain Association Board Meeting
Monday, April 19, 2021 (Reschedule of 4/14 Meeting)
The April KMA Board Meeting was held online via Zoom.
Board Members & KMA Members Present: Linda Elliott, Betsy Rix, Eric Soult, Jenn Soult,
Amber Steele, Marlene Stern. Guests: Joanne Howard, Larry Mann, Ben Rosner, Kim Ward.
Regrets: David Kaufman, Holly Winnen. The meeting was called to order at 7:03 pm.
Approval of Minutes: The March minutes were approved online and published in the April Echo.
Treasurer’s Report: Eric reported on the KMA bank balance with most membership dues coming
in January and February, and few expenses because of the cancellation of live events due to
COVID.
Review of Public Notices: None received.
April Speaker Event: Ann McCormick will do a presentation on April 21st. Eric will do the
introductions and Marlene will be the Zoom host. It will be recorded.
Board Member Openings and Election Update: Ballots are coming in by mail and via the ballot
box. The voting will close and the results announced on April 30th for publication in the Echo.
Annual 2021 Events: The annual dinner has been cancelled due to COVID and decisions about
future events will be made on a month to month basis based on county restrictions. The first live
event planned will be a joint party with the Art Fair to bring the community back together again.
No date can be set for this at the present time. It was decided to assign board members to
volunteer to coordinate upcoming events. Linda, Larry and Betsy will work on the KMA/KMAF
event. It was also noted that the Spring Bunny Mobile was a huge success and appreciation to
Pat and Larry and Linda was expressed by countless community members.
Shaded Fuel Break: Firesafe San Mateo has requested a letter of support from KMA in the effort
to receive a state grant to create a shaded fuel break along Skyline Blvd from 92 to Route 9 on
CalTrans property. The KMA Board supports sending a letter and supporting this effort further by
requesting letters of support from local individuals and organizations, and creating an online
petition. The Board will continue to work with KMVFB to create a letter. Board members and
meeting guests volunteered to work on the letters and communication with the community and
local organizations, going forward. The deadline for letters is May 7th.
Speaker Series: Dennis Ruby has volunteered to arrange a Speaker Event for May or June with
a local mushroom expert. The Board agreed that this would be a good choice for a speaker
event.
Kings Mountain Swap Meet: Because of restrictions on use of the community center this will be
revisited at a future date, pending community interest.
Infrastructure Plan: There is community interest in having input into the infrastructure plans in
the near future, specifically broadband in rural areas. Joanne volunteered to look into this.
KMA Task Force: The Executive Summary of the KMA Task Force on civic engagement was
presented. Three recommendations were presented to the Board for a vote. The Board voted to
pass the first two, and discuss the third recommendation further pending discussion and
modification.
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1. The KMA Board will encourage all community members, including the KMA Board, to
continue researching and gathering information on pertinent topics and sharing on
the Groups.io list and the Echo, and when appropriate to the KMA Board with
requests for direct involvement. (This motion passed unanimously.)
2. The KMA Board shall post and maintain a Civic Engagement Resource Directory on Kings
Mountain Online. (This motion passed unanimously with the caveat that the posting will
not take place until Kings Mountain Online is fully functional again.)
The third recommendation requires further thought and discussion:
3. The KMA Board shall recruit volunteer “reporters” to report to the community and KMA on
key civic issues of interest. The Task Force will provide recommendation on recruiting,
supporting and evaluating reporters.
Key details and elements of number three are to be further developed and clarified before the
May meeting. The Civic Engagement Resource Directory will be published in the June Echo.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:53 pm.
The KMA www.kingsmountainonline.com/community/kma exists to enhance and benefit our
community. Guests are welcome to the board meetings, which are generally on the second
Wednesday of each month at 7:00 pm. Please email the board for invitations to virtual meetings.
We encourage residents to bring topic ideas and speakers to our attention.
We’d love to hear from you; email us at kma@kingsmountainonline.com

KM Artist Xuan My Ho Featured in Mountain Home Magazine
The April 2021 issue of Mountain Home Magazine features
local resident Xuan Ho on the cover and in a major story about
her life and her art. The Echo does not have permission to
reprint the story and there is no web site for this private
magazine to link Echo readers to the story.
The interesting feature relates how Xuan fled Vietnam by
boat after the war ended in 1975. After she arrived in the US in
1979, Xuan studied computer science and thereafter enjoyed a
successful 30 year career in IT. She and her husband, Hiep Ho,
her childhood sweetheart, moved the Kings Mountain in 1998
and have become valued volunteers in many KM organizations.
She became enamored with the use of mosaics in architecture,
and began creating her own mosaics, which she sold at the Kings Mountain Art Fair.
Over the years, Xuan studied the art of mosaics extensively and developed a unique
style as an artist.
Over the past dozen years, Xuan designed especially apt scenes to beautify the
Community Center building and its grounds. She donated these important works of public
art to the Kings Mountain community, including a large mural on the front of the
firehouse, a large mosaics sign for the cook shack, and five mosaic benches for use at
the art fair. The publisher has given Xuan a pdf file of their complete feature story. She
has permission to share it with friends, so please contact her directly if you would like to
read it.
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Art Fair Zero Waste Co-Chair Ken McIntire Retires
Kings Mountain Art Fair Chair, Bev Abbott, accepted
Ken McIntire’s resignation from Art Fair leadership with regret. Family needs requiring closer involvement of grandparents near their daughter in Carmel caused Ken and his
wife Joan to move off the mountain. Ken returned to work
in Zero Waste for five or six days at our most recent “in
person” Fair in 2019. However, he told the Echo that the
growing size, scope and importance of the Art Fair Zero
Waste operations needed more attention than was feasible from his distant location. He felt that his current cochairs or another seasoned volunteer should have full authority to manage zero waste going forward. Ken has
every confidence in the skills and dedication of zero waste
advocates and “knows the operations will only get better
and more efficient.”
In our interview, it became clear that this was “Aloha and not Good-bye” for Ken.
He expects to become one of the many volunteers filling job slots at upcoming Art
Fairs. Like all of us, he fervently hopes that 2021 will see a resumption of the “in person” Fair, hosting visitors around our Community Center site.
Ken grew up in Illinois and lived in San Francisco prior
to moving the McIntire family to the Mountain in 1993. He
worked as a science teacher for Special Ed children for 27
years before becoming Director of the non-profit organization, San Bruno Mountain Watch. Their mission was native
plant restoration and preservation of the wildlands of San
Bruno Mountain in perpetuity. As you can imagine, with 5
communities surrounding SBM, the urban-wildland interface was a constant challenge but very satisfying work.
Ken retired in 2014.
Asked about how and when the Zero Waste program began at KMAF, Ken said,
“Starting in 2015 it pretty much evolved from working on grounds with Larry Mann and
Nick Alafouzos. Both were very interested in cutting down on unnecessary waste. Then
KM resident Tracy Toxler who had been teaching composting around SM County volunteered and brought in others from her workshops. We acquired a composting bin
and labeled green waste trash cans for recycle and not.” The effort got support right
away from Art Fair food service chairs, Marty Eisenberg and
Betsy Rix, he said. In 2016, Linda Hennessey stepped in at
Zero Waste, followed by Eileen Kim. Although the task is huge,
it has become more thorough at every Fair. I even wore cans,
bottles and trash taped to my clothes one year, to signal our
commitment to recycling everything to fairgoers. We closed by
asking what has been his favorite Art Fair memory? Ken replied
that seeing how interested, involved and hard working the
Mountain kids have been in Zero Waste has been very satisfying. Our youth have become true conservationists.
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2021 Art Fair -- Planning Status
by Bev Abbott, Kings Mountain Art Fair Executive Director
Our community is wondering what Art Fair 2021 will be
like. We have no firm decisions yet, but right now we
continue to plan for an in-person and an online Art Fair.
We are hopeful that we can have an
in-person fair this year, and the data and
trends look good. We are still dependent on
what the County and State Health Departments will allow, which of course makes
sense. The Governor has said that California
will be open by June. Let’s hope so! Scary
viral variants of COVID are still out there but
we are confident that we can beat them back
(at least that is our fervent desire). Our artists have told us they want to participate in an
in-person fair if possible and we all want the community joy of our fair in the redwoods.
However, we also need to be sure the online fair is as robust as possible given that we
may have to pivot to only that at the last minute if COVID developments dictate. Also running an online fair alongside an in-person fair means that we remain available to those customers who found the online fair more accessible. Therefore, planning for the online fair is
going forward with high hopes to match last year’s impressive results (a very high bar). We
are beginning work on the “Creative Content” – the “movie” that will stream in the window of
our online fair. Getting good creative content is critical and builds the enthusiasm among the
shoppers. Do you remember our local stars from 2020? We will be recruiting new talent as
well as utilizing the stars from last year’s movie.
Our Marketing Team has a huge challenge in
2021 - how to get the message out and how to
do modifications based on any last minute
COVID complications. Our website is critical
again to publicize the fair and to let fair-goers
know what to expect.
There are many issues to be worked out including the intersection of the online fair and the
in-person fair for the artists. The Art Fair Board
met April 26, 2021 to review the status of our planning and as a result of these discussions,
we will proceed as follows:
•

May – Engage with Art Fair Chairs! The Art Fair Chairs make our fair happen. In May,
our ED will be working with them to see what questions and issues they have, what they
need to go forward and what modifications we need to make in a post-COVID world. This
will be a good time to check in with our volunteers to see what issues concern them.

•

June – Art Fair Chairs Kick Off meeting, moving forward with plans -- Are we in GoMode? How are we doing with our questions, issues and planning?

•

July -- Final "GO” decision based on progress to date.

If you have questions in the meantime, feel free to contact Bev Abbott, Art Fair ED at
bjkabbott@aol.com
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Still reporting from the home front until we can gather once again and watch movies together.
Last month the Congressional Hispanic Caucus presented the Library of Congress with a list of 25
films that it recommends for inclusion on the National Film Registry, in order to counteract the underrepresentation of Latinos by Hollywood. (A 2019 report from USC found that only 4.5 percent of all
speaking characters in major films from 2007 to 2018 were Latino, despite accounting for roughly 19
percent of the U.S. population.) The Caucus had earlier also recommended inclusion of the film
Selena (1997, dir. Gregory Nava). All of the films on the list should be seen, but here are a few that
deserve special attention.
The Motorcycle Diaries examines how Ernesto Guevara, a soft-spoken medical student, became the
iconic revolutionary figure “Che”, by exploring an eye-opening motorcycle trip Guevara (Gael Garcia
Bernal) took with a friend along the length of South America. It is less a political polemic than a
beautifully photographed character study of a fascinating historical figure. (Amazon, Peacock).
Maria Full of Grace tells the harrowing story of a poor and pregnant girl from Columbia (Catalina
Sandino Moreno) who, out of desperation, becomes a drug mule. Moreno’s riveting performance
helps us to understand the forces that compel such a desperate act. (HBO, Amazon).
Tortilla Soup, inspired by Ang Lee's Eat Drink Man Woman, is an artful dive into how food and family
intertwine, with entertaining performances by Hector Elizondo, Raquel Welch and Elizabeth Pena.
Not to be viewed on an empty stomach. (Amazon).
Here is the complete list.
“The Ballad of Gregorio Cortez" by Robert
Young (1982).
"Latino" by Haskell Wexler (1985).
"The Milagro Beanfield War" by Robert Redford (1988). (See Joe Rockmore’s excellent review of this film in last month’s Echo.)
"Romero" by John Duigan (1989).
"Lo que le pasó a Santiago" ("What Happened to Santiago") by Jacobo Morales (1989).
"American Me" by Edward James Olmos
(1992).
"Blood In, Blood Out" by Taylor Hackford
(1993).
"My Family" by Gregory Nava (1995).
"Tortilla Soup" by María Ripoll (2001).
"Spy Kids" by Robert Rodriguez (2001).
"12 Horas" ("12 Hours") by Raúl Marchand
Sánchez (2001).
"Frida" by Julie Taymor (2002).
"The Lost City" by Andy Garcia (2005).

"Raising Victor Vargas" by Peter Sollett
(2002).
"The Motorcycle Diaries" (2004) by Walter
Salles.
"Maria Full of Grace" by Joshua Marston
(2004).
"Hermanas" ("Sisters") by Julia Solomonoff
(2005).
"Viva Cuba" ("Long Live Cuba") by Juan Carlos
Cremata (2005).
"Walkout" by Edward James Olmos (2006).
"Under the Same Moon" by Patricia Riggen
(2007).
"Nothing Like the Holidays" by Alfredo De
Villa (2008).
"Down for Life" by Alan Jacobs (2009).
"Don't Let Me Drown" by Cruz Angeles (2009).
"Gun Hill Road" by Rashaad Ernesto Green
(2011).

The Center for Asian American Media presents this year’s film festival, CAAMFest, containing a
combination of “live” virtual and on-demand screenings from May 13 to 23. You can learn more at
caamfest.com. It is the nation’s largest showcase for new Asian American and Asian films and this
year offers a variety of timely and thought provoking choices. Enjoy!
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Three New Directors Elected to KMA Board
Kathy Shubin, KMA Nominating Committee Chairman,
issued this Election Certification Statement: “All ballots
received by mail or placed in the KMA voting box at the Community Center were picked
up and counted by midnight on 4/30/21. The results were unanimous. Joanne Howard,
Larry Mann, and Ben Rosner were elected as KMA Directors. Each will serve a threeyear term beginning on May 1, 2021.”
KMA Board President Jenn Soult offered her congratulations and welcome to the
three new KMA Directors. She said, “Thank you to everyone who participated in our
annual vote. With every vote counted and all votes confirmed, please join me in
welcoming the newest members of the Kings Mountain Association board: Joanne
Howard, Larry Mann and Ben Rosner.”
Jenn added, “ Without volunteers like these amazing community members, the
KMA could not do the work it does within this community. A huge Thank you to all
current and past KMA board members for their service as well. Your volunteerism is
truly what transforms this mountain into a community. Thank you to community
members, Kathy Shubin and Eileen Fredrikson, for their assistance in this year’s
election.”

Joanne Howard

Larry Mann

Ben Rosner

SFPUC Action on the Proposed South Skyline Ridge Trail Extension
Update from Betsy Rix
On Thursday, April 29 2021, the San Francisco Planning Commission
unanimously approved the Environmental Impact Report for the South Skyline section
of the Bay Area Ridge Trail. This approval was to certify that the information in the
report meets all environmental mitigation reporting standards. No action was taken on
the project itself. Further public comment will be sought on project variants as the
process proceeds. Comment period dates were not yet available.
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May 2021 School News
Kings Mountain Elementary School teachers and students
are joyfully back to school on campus and are happily busy with
in person learning on site. The phased in return to school began
April 5th and the excitement just continued to build as additional
classrooms opened up in each subsequent week. The extensive
safety planning and improved air filter system are working well
and was time and money well spent. Our students are using the
health and safety protocols without complaint and we’ve had no
pandemic incidents.

New Students: KMES welcomed two new students this month and will welcome another one
in May. The kids have been very excited to be in school and to have the opportunity to make
new friends.

Class Reports
TK/K/1: TK/K/1 focused on Earth Day by listening to lots of books and pledging to reduce,
reuse and recycle, clean up beaches and trash, and turn off lights and water so as not to
waste resources. We learned an Earth Day song, drew Earth, created pinecone bird feeders and planted lima
beans in baggies
with cotton to observe their growth.
We will create a
Jackson Pollock
piece of art and
publish a fiction
story too.
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2/3: Math: 2nd grade is reviewing money and adding and subtracting different values of coins
and dollars.
3rd grade is working on dividing 3-digit numbers and multiplying multi-digit numbers in
different contexts.
Writing/reading: students have worked individually on an animal research poster/handout.
In a mini-biography unit, we are now working on learning about someone who has changed
the world.
4/5: MATH MATH MATH! We are also doing writing, working on expressing emotion in our
writing and on making persuasive arguments. Almost done with financial literacy - just a
few more modules in MoneyTime.

Earth Day Planting Activity from KMAP

New Tan Bark

Don’t Miss Coastside Gives on May 6, 2021
KMAP is one of 52 non-profits competing for cash prizes during the Coastside Gives event on May 6, 2021. Our goal is
to raise $5,000 through a combination of direct donations and
various contest cash prizes. All Kings Mountain residents,
parents, and friends are encouraged donate during Coastside
Gives because your money will be multiplied by supporting
Coastside merchants.
Please donate at: www.coastsidegives.org/kmap
The KMAP Power Hour will be from 1:00 pm to 1:59 pm on May 6th. If we have
more individual donations than any other non-profit during our assigned hour, we will
win a $1,000 Grant/Prize from the Coastside Gives Sponsors. There is a new Long
Distance Prize Challenge of $500, which will be awarded for a donation in any amount
that comes the farthest distance away. So far, we have received donations from Australia and New Zealand! Please alert interested friends living even further away that
any small donation could trigger a $500 award for our school.
KMAP is holding a “Donation Drawing.” Anyone who donates a minimum of $15 via
Coastside Gives this year, will be entered into a drawing for a $50 gift card to either
Sam’s Chowder House or Alice’s Restaurant. We will announce the winners on Friday, May
7th.
Please Note: Online Kings Mountain School Registration is now open:
https://www.cabrillo.k12.ca.us/our_departments/student_services/enrollment_registration
Open Enrollment Deadline: May 12, 2021
Open Enrollment Lottery: May 14, 2021
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Volunteers Clean Up Skyline Boulevard to Honor Earth Day
by Niamh Dawes

In honor of Earth Day/Month Aiden and I worked to organize a special Earth Day
cleanup running from April 22nd to April 24th. Prior to this event, Aiden and I reached
out to CalTrans who offered to provide us with official CalTrans trash bags, pickers,
vests, and a trash bag pickup location. With the assistance from CalTrans along with
the efforts of a dozen wonderful volunteers, we were able to collect approximately fifty
bags of trash for disposal! Overall, this was a very successful cleanup and we look forward to continued contact with CalTrans, the county, and our community for future
cleanups. Special thanks to all our neighbors, CalTrans, Mr. Horsley (the county supervisor), and his Legislative Aid Lena Silberman who helped to make this happen!

Editor's Note: The Echo salutes our young citizen leaders, Niamh Dawes and Aiden Zahedi, who have
proven to be tenaciously dedicated to keeping our scenic corridor highway 35 trash free. It has been
positively astonishing how much ugly refuse left by unthinking adults reappears in a matter of weeks.
Niamh and Aiden have named their on-going mission The Skyline Trash Collective. If you are able and
available on their next call-out day, please join our younger generation make every day an Earth day on
the Mountain.

Midpen’s Wildland Fire Resiliency Program Approval Nears
Approval of the final environmental impact report is pending for the Midpenninsula Regional Open Space District’s Wildland Fire Resiliency Program. Midpen’s newly developed program will proactively expand its environmentally sensitive vegetation management to:
• Promote healthy, resilient, fire-adapted ecosystems
• Reduce wildland fire risk
• Facilitate the response of fire agencies
The long development process has reached the final Environmental Impact report
approval process. The comment period has closed and the final EIR will be deliberated
by the Board of Directors for certification and program adoption on May 12, 2021 at
5:00 pm. Adoption at this public meeting will allow program implementation to begin
this year.
Interested KM residents should visit openspace.org/board-meetings for information
on how to participate in the public hearing, and to access the meeting agenda and report that will be posted there by 5:00 pm on Friday, May 7.
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Mountain

Musings

May 2021
by Marty Eisenberg

William Chapman Ralston – The Final Chapter
While Ralston survived the 1869 run on his Bank of California, his stakes in
Nevada silver mines were demanding more capital as their production became less
predictable. He sought new sources of rapid revenue. A couple of strangers came to
San Francisco, purportedly from the mines of the eastern Sierras and deposited a couple of bags of diamonds into safe deposit at Ralston’s bank. Ralston became immediately curious and summoned them to his office. They averred they discovered the
wealthiest diamond mine in the world and aimed to keep it. Ralston proposed contributing vast capital as a partner to develop its production. The strangers expressed interest. Ralston send a trusted colleague to travel (blindfolded) with the miners to examine
the mine. He returned with descriptions of a vast array of precious stones of all kinds
for the pickings, clearly worth many millions. Propelled by avarice, Ralston paid the
miners $500,000.00 for full ownership of the find and established elaborate offices for
the company to sell interests in the mine to investors. Shortly after, a geologist investigated the site before “buying in” to find that some of the “uncut” gems were, instead,
cut stones and the mine had, in fact, been “salted”. By then the miners from whom Ralston had purchased the “mine” had fled. Ralston returned money to his investors,
apologized and accepted that the greatest banker and shrewdest investor in the West
had been scalped by a couple of amateur gypsters.
Soon after Ralston suffered more reversals of fortune. He invested $5 million to
control the Spring Valley Water Company (developer of today’s Crystal Springs reservoirs) with hopes of selling the interest at a profit. It didn’t happen. He budgeted $1.7
million to build the Palace Hotel at Market & New Montgomery only to find the lavish
construction of the ground floor alone cost that much and full construction costs rose to
$5 million. Ralston had lost his golden touch! He tried unsuccessfully to sell the partially completed hotel. City newspapers printed stories that Ralston’s Bank of California
was no longer sound and rumors abounded that other banks were declining to accept
the bank’s drafts. Another “run on the bank” ensued which Ralston could not quell and
on August 26, 1875, the bank and Ralston were in financial ruin. Ralston soberly
thanked the banks employees for their loyalty and surrendered his position as chairman. With resign, he remarked that he was going to go for a swim that warm summer
day. He walked to the Neptune Beach House in North Beach, rented a towel and
swimsuit, and swam into the bay. An hour later the crew of a sailboat pulled Bill
Ralston’s lifeless body from the bay waters! So ended the memorable life of one of the
Peninsula’s great early financiers.
_________________________
Those of you who know me know that one of my joys in life is fly fishing. Among my greatest fears
upon passing from this life is that my wife, upon my passing, will sell my fly fishing equipment for what
I’ve told her I paid for it!
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